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A LETTTER
F R O M

President

O U R

TAKE THE WORDS OF OUR

PRESIDENT TO HEART AS SHE
SHARE WHAT PANHELLENIC
MEANS TO HER AND THIS
COMMUNITY.

Hello everyone!
On behalf of my Executive Board and my
fellow Panhellenic sisters, we sincerely
welcome you to the Panhellenic Council at
the University of Central Florida!
Our Panhellenic community consists of
around 2,000 women that form our 12
chapters, each bringing something
completely unique and valuable to the table.
Together, they make up a community that
promotes growth, involvement, academics,
sisterhood, and leadership. Given that UCF
reigns as one of the largest universities in
the nation, joining a sorority allows you to
feel more at home while being able to reach
your greatest potential during your college
years.
Though the past two years have been trying
times, I am so proud of our community for
their resilience and optimism as we strive
towards a safer and brighter future for
Panhellenic. Our community and sense of
sisterhood are as strong as ever. In times of
hardship, having your sisters by your side is a
true comfort. We will always be there to
support each other as we strive to become
the best versions of ourselves. I am truly
honored to have the ability to support the
women of this community as they continue
their college careers and shape the future.
Joining a sorority is one of the best decisions
I have made. I have grown so much as a
person and know I would not have the
opportunities I have today without my
community. My confidence, sense of self,
and leadership skills have blossomed thanks
to my sisters in my own chapter and across
all of Panhellenic. I have gained memories
and connections that I know will last a
lifetime and I am confident that each of our
members would agree.
Panhellenic Love and Mine,
Alli Calvert
UCF Panhellenic President
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THE NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONFERENCE WAS
FOUNDED IN 1902 AND THERE ARE CURRENTLY 26
WOMEN'S FRATERNATIES/SORORITIES BOTH
NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY. THE 26
ORGANIZATIONS ARE DIFFERENT SOCIAL, GREEKLETTER SOCIETIES OF COLLEGE WOMEN AND
ALUMNAE. HERE ATTHE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
FLORIDA, WE HAVE 12 CHAPTERS. MEMBERS ARE
REPRESENTED ON MORE THAN 600 COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES IN THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA. THERE ARE CURRENTLY MORE
THAN 5,300 ALUMNAE ASSOCIATIONS MAKING UP
MORE THAN THREE MILLION SORORITY WOMEN IN
THE WORLD.

UCF'S PANHELLENIC CHAPTERS
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Alpha Xi Delta
Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Zeta
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi
Zeta Tau Alpha
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THE PANHELLENIC EXECUTIVE BOARD
IS A TEAM OF 11 WOMEN DEDICATED TO
THE BETTERMENT AND SERVICE TO
THE PANHELLENIC COMMUNITY. THESE
WOMEN WERE CHOSEN FOR THEIR
POSITIONS BY THE PANHELLENIC
CHAPTERS. THEY ARE ELECTED
BECAUSE THEY ARE THE
UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN MOST
QUALIFIED AND PASSIONATE TO
FULFILL THEIR ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
PANHELLENIC COMMUNITY.

THE BOARD
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Lexi Butler
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ONCE UPON A TIME THESE 11 WOMEN
WERE JUST LIKE YOU, A POTENTIAL
NEW MEMBER. NOW THEY LEAD THE
PANHELLENIC COMMUNITY AND ONE
DAY SO COULD YOU! THIS ENTIRE
BOARD IS HERE FOR YOU SO PLEASE
REACH OUT TO ANY OF PAN EXEC
WHENEVER YOU NEED US VIA OUR
EMAILS LISTED ON THE UCF
PANHELLENIC WEBSITE.
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Why join a
SORORITY?
S CHOL ARS HI P

CAMPUS

Academic achievement is a significant
component of your future success. The
primary purpose of the Greek community is
to encourage and develop high scholastic
performance among its members. To go
through sorority recruitment, you must
have a minimum GPA of 2.5.
Sororities offer many great resources and
educational opportunities to facilitate high
quality learning for their members. In
relation to the greater UCF community, the
All-Sorority average GPA is consistently
higher than the undergraduate All-Women's
average GPA. Many Panhellenic women
appear on the Dean's and President's lists
and belong to honor societies such as Order
of Omega, Golden Key, and Rho Lambda.

Each year, members of the Greek
community participate in a variety of
university organizations and events. The
Panhellenic Council and your individual
chapter will encourage you to become
involved in campus-wide activities. They are
currently involved in on-campus
organizations such as the Student
Government Association, honor societies,
special interest clubs, intramural sports,
Knightthon, Relay for Life, Resident
Assistants, and campus tour guides.

F RI E NDS HI P &
S I S T E RHOOD
When you join a sorority you will not just be
making new friends, but you will also find
your home away from home. Sisterhood is
more than wearing Greek letters and
attending events. Sisterhood is a feeling and
a sense of belonging. It is the feeling of
being yourself and being respected for your
individuality. Sisterhood is making
friendships and memories that will last a
lifetime. When you make bonds of friendship
and sisterhood based on shared and true
values these are the relationships that are
going to stand the test of time and be there
for you throughout everything.

I NVOL VE ME NT

Why join a
SORORITY?
L E ADE RS HI P

S E RVI CE AND
PHI L ANT HROPY

Each sorority provides different
opportunities to grow into leadership and
gain skills to lead. Leadership is not only
attainable through Greek life, but on
campus as well. Greek women currently hold
leadership positions in the Student
Government Association, President's
Leadership Council, Order of Pegasus,
Orientation Team, Knightthon Executive
Board, along with countless other
organizations and honor societies. Members
of UCF Greek life have served as SGA
President and/or Vice President every school
year since 2011.

Greek women's interest and concerns go far
beyond the confines of campus life.
Sororities sponsor a multitude of activities
each year to impact the local andglobal
communities and raise money for special
philathropies or identified projects. Each
chapter also donates its time and efforts to a
particular service project, either locally or
nationally. The community participates on
each other's philanthropy events
throughout the year to help raise money
and awareness for a wise variety of different
causes.

S UPPORT AND
E MPOWE RME NT
It takes a village to build a leader, a sister, a
scholar, and a student. Panhellenic offers
that village to support and empower every
woman in our community to become the
best version of themselves with the
resources offered through membership in
one of our organizations. Our community
was founded to create a space for women to
thrive and over a hundred years later we are
as fully committed to that goal as we were
the day Panhellenic was established. Our
community is one that exists for life,
committed to supporting and empowering
women in and out of our chapters in all of
their personal and professional endeavors.
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How does recruitment

WORK?

F ACI L I T AT E D

BY

Rho Gammas and Recruitment Team are
the Panhellenic sisters who have signed up
to serve the community by serving the
Potential New Members. They choose to
disaffiliate from their chapters and go
through extensive training on our twelve
Panhellenic sororities (including their
histories, insignias, songs, traditions, and
ideals) which provides them with an equal
knowledge of all the chapters as well as a
neutral and informed perspective.
This, in conjunction with their training in
empathy, makes them best suited to
counsel and lead you through your
recruitment journey.
During the week of recruitment
Recruitment Team will fulfill their assigned
responsibilities to facilitate recruitment to
run smoothly from the Panhellenic side,
while Rho Gammas will lead a group of 7-10
Potential New Members to ensure a smooth
process on their end.

S T RUCT URE D

T O

The week of Primary Recruitment is
organized by a system of values based
recruiting and mutual selection . Each day
the Potential New Members will attend
recruitment events, where they will have a
chance to speak to sisters of the chapters
they are invited back to so that the chapter
and the Potential New Member may
discover the values they may share, the
causes they are commonly passionate
about, and the potential to form bonds of
sisterhood together.
A values based recruitment means that all
decisions are based off the things that
matter, values being at the core of that. We
aim for all interactions within recruitment to
reflect Panhellenic's commitment to a
values based community of like-minded
women.
A mutual selection process means that the
Potential New Member's choice in the
recruitment process has just as much
weight as the decisions of the chapters. This
way the Potential New Members know the
chapter they end up in wanted them as a
sister as much as they wanted to be a sister
of that chapter.
While the Potential New Member will rank
the chapters after each round, deciding who
they would like to pursue further and who
they would rather not return to, the chapters
do the same with the Potential New
Members they have met that round. Once
the ranking have been submitted at the end
of each round by both the chapters and the
PNMs, these rankings are locked in and
determine the next day's schedules.

What is the recruitment

SCHEDULE?
August 14, 2022

Sunday

THESE ARE THE TIMES OF THE
RECRUITMENT EVENTS! YOU WILL
HAVE TO BE READY AND AT THE
LOCATIONS EARLIER THAN THESE
TIMES SO KEEP THAT IN MIND!

PAN KNIGHT LINE UP
@ 1:30PM IN THE PEGASUS BALLROOM

PRIMARY RECRUITMENT ORIENTATION
@ 5:30PM IN THE PEGASUS BALLROOM

August 15, 2022

UCF DAY 1

August 16, 2022

UCF DAY 2

Monday
tuesday

August 17, 2022

Wednesday

@ 8:30 - 3:30PM ON GREEK PARK

@ 8:30 - 3:30PM ON GREEK PARK

PHILANTHROPY DAY
@ 9:15 - 7:35PM ON GREEK PARK

August 18, 2022

SISTERHOOD DAY

August 19, 2022

PREFERENCE NIGHT

thursday

Friday

August 20, 2022

Saturday
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@ 9:15 - 8:25PM ON GREEK PARK

@ 2 - 8:50PM ON GREEK PARK

BID DAY
11AM IN THE EDUCATION GYM
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What is and how you'll use

CAMPUS DIRECTOR
CampusDirector is an online recruitment tool that UCF Panhellenic has utilized for the
last few years for our recruitment process. Here are some of the ways it will be used by
you this year.

USERNAME AND PASSWORD
When you registered for recruitment, you made a username and password through
CampusDirector. Upon submitting your registration, you are then able to use the
username and password you created to log into your CampusDirector account leading up
to and throughout recruitment. If you forget your password don't fret, there is a "Reset
Password" link under where you log into CampusDirector. Simply click on that link and
enter the email address you registered with when you first signed up for recruitment.
Then, follow the steps to successfully reset your password. Recruitment Tab, can also reset
your username and password at any time. To log-off just click on the "Log Off" link in the
bottom right-hand corner of your screen.

PERSONAL INTRODUCTION VIDEO
CampusDirector is also where you will be able to update and edit your profile if any
information needs to be added or removed. This is specifically utilized for the Personal
Introduction Video that you will need to create for this year's recruitment process. A box is
featured on your CampusDirector profile called "Video Link" and that is where the link
should be posted upon the completion of your video. More information on that can be
found on page 14.

Technical issues?

LET US KNOW!
If you need technical help contact your Rho
Gamma or email the VP of External Recruitment
at ucfpanexternalrecruitment@gmail.com

All about your
PERSONAL INTRO. VIDEO
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As a back up plan for if any of the days of recruitment must be moved online
Panhellenic has picked Personal Introduction Videos as the means by which
the chapters will get to know the Potential New Members. This video is
meant for you, the Potential New Member, to introduce yourself to the
chapters and, if used, would be replacing the usual face-to-face introductory
conversations had during round one of recruitment known as UCF Day 1 & 2.

Basic Parameters
This video should be filmed landscape using an iPhone, smart phone digital
camera, or laptop webcam. We recommend a plain background and to
make sure your video is well lit. Once you are finished with filming your video,
upload it to YouTube. You can either upload it publicly or you can upload it as
an unlisted video and it will not be able to be seen by anyone who does not
have the link to it. We ask that the video is kept between 45 seconds at
minimum and 1 minute at maximum.
Specific Parameters
As for specifics, please wear whatever makes you feel most
confident and comfortable. The video will be due August 14th
by midnight and the link should be submitted in two places,
your CampusDirector profile and a Google form that will be sent
to you by email.
Note: This deadline can be changed by Panhellenic Exec as they
see fit. Any change to this deadline will be communicated by
email, in the Facebook group, and reflected in this booklet.
Good questions to answer in your introductory video include
what are you looking for out of your collegiate experience, why
are you interested in joining a fraternal organization, what is
one area of growth you hope to develop while at college, how
will the organization you end up in benefit from having you as a
sister, and how do you live through your values.
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The Potential New Member

BILL OF RIGHTS
As you go through the Recruitment process, it is important to understand how
much we respect you and your decision to go through Recruitment. It is our goal
to make sure all potential new members feel comfortable and excited about going
through Recruitment and have fun throughout the entire week. If at any time you
are made to feel uncomfortable or feel that something is not supposed to be a
certain way please let us know and the Panhellenic Council and your Rho Gamma
will do all we can to accommodate you. The following statements break down the
rights potential new members have as they go through the process.

THE RIGHTS YOU ARE ENTITLED TO ARE AS FOLLOWS
The right to be treated as an individual.
The right to be fully informed about the recruitment process.
The right to ask questions and receive true and objective answers from
Recruitment Guide and members.
The right to be treated as a capable and mature person without being
patronized.
The right to ask how and why and receive straight answers.
The right to have and express opinions to Recruitment Guide.
The right to have inviolable confidentiality when sharing information with
Recruitment Guide.
The right to make informed choices without undue pressure from others.
The right to be fully informed about the binding agreements implicit in
the preference card signing.
The right to make one's own choice and decision and accept full
responsibility for the results of the decision.

PNM Bill of Rights

QUESTIONS?
If you questions about the PNM Bill of Rights
contact your Rho Gamma or email the VP of
External Recruitment at
ucfpanexternalrecruitment@gmail.com

What is the
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MRABA?

An essential part of the recruitment process is the understanding and signing of the
MRABA. This section is very important so please read through thoroughly.

EXPLANATION OF THE DOCUMENT
The document on the opposite page is the Membership Recruitment Acceptance
Binding Agreement (MRABA), formerly known as a "Preference Card." At the completion
of the primary recruitment period, all women are given the option to sign a MRABA. In
order to receive a bid (offer of membership) from a sorority on campus, the MRABA must
be signed. Note that in not submitting a MRABA, you would also be removing yourself
from the recruitment process.
If you receive invitations to Preference, at the conclusion of your last Preference event,
you will make your final selection in a classroom after the MRABA is read aloud to you by
an Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life staff member, ranking the chapters you visited
that Friday, August 19th in preferential order. You will electronically sign your MRABA
through the PNM Companion app on your phone. Once the MRABA has been turned in it
cannot be altered or changed. By signing this document, you as a Potential New Member
are willing to accept a bid for membership from any sorority that you rank on the MRABA.
If you do not receive a bid at the end of this process, you will be eligible for Continuous
Open Bidding (COB). Not all sororities may be open or participate in COB. If you decline a
bid after receiving, you will be ineligible to join any sorority on this campus until the next
primary recruitment period. As a Potential New Member, you should also keep the
following in mind when signing your MRABA:
You should only list the sororities from which you will accept a bid of membership.
You have the option not to list a sorority if you are certain you will not accept a bid.
While maximizing your options will increase a chance of you receiving a bid, you will
not be forced to write down all of your options. Maximizing your options does not
increase the likelihood of receiving a bid for a specific chapter.
Should you choose to limit your options and not write down all the sororities whose
preference round you attended, you may not receive a bid at the end of this
recruitment process.

MRABA

QUESTIONS?
If you have questions about the MRABA contact
your Rho Gamma or email the Executive Vice
President at ucfpanevp@gmail.com
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Can I see the

MRABA?

SAMPLE MRABA
By signing this agreement, I understand and agree to the following terms:
I am willing to accept an invitation to membership (a bid) from any sorority that I
list on this form.
I will list the sorority(ies) in order of my preference for receiving a bid.
I do not have to rank all the sororities that are my remaining choices if I am certain
I will not accept a bid from them and do not see myself as a member of that
sorority.
I understand that should I choose to limit my choices, I might not receive a bid
through this recruitment process.
After submitting this form:
I cannot change my ranking, I also cannot add or delete any sorority(ies).
If I do not receive a bid from any sorority(ies) that I have listed, I understand that I
am eligible to join a sorority through COB if there is an opportunity. I also
understand that not all sororities will recruit through COB.
If I do receive a bid from a sorority I have listed, and I choose to not accept that bid,
I understand that I am not eligible to join any other sorority on this campus until
the start of the next primary recruitment period.
NPC Unanimous Agreement III. The Panhellenic Compact 8. If through the primary
membership recruitment process a potential new member accepts a bid and then
has her pledge broken by an NPC sorority or breaks her pledge, then she is
ineligible to be pledged to another NPC sorority on the same campus until the
beginning of the next year's primary membership recruitment period.
By signing this membership recruitment acceptance binding agreement, I agree
to accept a bid from any of the sororities I rank above. I also agree that I will be
bound to that bid until the beginning of the next primary recruitment period on
this campus.
Date:______________
I agree to the terms stated above, and I am willing to accept an invitation to
membership from any of the following sororities whose preference event I
attended (listed in order of preference):
1st preference:_____________________________________________
2nd preference:____________________________________________
Signature:_________________________________________________
Date:_____________________
This agreement must be filled with the College Panhellenic within (1) business day
of the above date.

A
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SORORITIES!
Let's meet the
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Nickname: ADPi
Colors: Azure Blue and White
Symbols: Diamond and Lion
Flower: Woodland Violet
Values: Ambitious, Thoughtful, Loyal, and Multi-Faceted
Philanthropy: Ronald McDonald House of Charities
Minimum GPA: 2.75
www.ucfadpi.com adpi@ucf.edu

A X I DE L T
H
LP

A

A

Nickname: AEPhi
Colors: Green and White
Symbols: Columns
Flower: Lily of the Valley
Values: Friendship, Selfless Service, Intellectual Growth,
Personal Development
Philanthropy: Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation &
Sharsharet Breast Cancer Network
Minimum GPA: 2.5 (college), 2.75 (high school)
www.ucfaephi.com aephi@ucf.edu

Nickname: Alpha Xi, AXiD
Colors: Double Blue and Gold
Symbols: Quill
Flower: Pink Killarney Rose
Values: Sisterhood, Service, Knowledge, and Leadership
Philanthropy: Kindly Hearts Campaign
Minimum GPA: 2.7
www.ucf.alphaxidelta.org alphaxi@ucf.edu
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Let's meet the
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SORORITIES!
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Nickname: Chi O
Colors: Cardinal and Straw
Symbols: Owl & Skull and cross bones
Flower: White Carnation
Values: Friendship, High Standards of Personnel, Sincere
Learning and Creditable Scholarship, Participation in
Campus Activities
Philanthropy: Make a Wish
Minimum GPA: 2.7 (college), 3.0 (high school)
www.ucf.chiomega.com chiomega@ucf.edu

Nickname: Tri Delt, Tri Delta
Colors: Gold and Cerulean Blue
Symbols: Dolphin, Pearl, Pine, and Pansy
Flower: Pansy
Values: Truth, Self-Sacrifice, and Friendship
Philanthropy: St. Jude Children's Research
Minimum GPA: 2.5
www.ucf.tridelta.com tridelta@ucf.edu

LTA ZE TA
E
D
Nickname: DZ
Colors: Rose and Nile Green
Symbols: Turtle and the Roman Lamp
Flower: Pink Killarney Rose
Values: Friendship, Generosity, Citizenship, Belonging,
Empowerment, Curiosity
Philanthropy: Speech and Hearing & Serious Fun Children's
Network
Minimum GPA: 2.7
www.deltazetaucf.com dz@ucf.edu

TA

GA
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SORORITIES!
Let's meet the
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Nickname: Gamma Phi, G Phi
Colors: Blush and A La Mode
Symbols: Crescent Moon
Flower: Pink Carnation
Values: Love, Labor, Learning, and Loyalty
Philanthropy: Girls on the Run
Minimum GPA: 2.75 (2.5 - 2.74 first semester academic
supervision)
www.gammaphibetaucf.com gammaphibeta@ucf.edu

Nickname: Theta
Colors: Black and Gold
Symbols: Kite, Twin Stars
Flower: Black and Gold Pansy
Values: Curiosity, Leadership, Potential, Commitment to
Service, and Personal Excellence
Philanthropy: CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates)
Minimum GPA: 2.5
www.ucf.kappaalphatheta.org kat@ucf.edu

PA DE LT
P
A
KA
Nickname: KD
Colors: Pearl White and Olive Green
Symbols: Nautilus Shell, Teddy Bear, Dagger, Emerald,
Pearl, and Diamond
Flower: White Rose
Values: Confidence, Sisterhood, and Academics
Philanthropy: prevent Child Abuse America, and Girl Scouts
of the USA
Minimum GPA: 2.5
www.ucf.kappadelta.org kd@ucf.edu
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Let's meet the

MA
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SORORITIES!

Nickname: Kappa
Colors: Light Blue and Dark Blue
Symbols: Owl, Key
Flower: Fleur de Lis (Iris)
Values: Truth, Trailblazing, Connection, Knowledge,,
Respect, and Optimism
Philanthropy: Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation, Mental
Health and Wellness, and Cystic Fibrosis
Minimum GPA: 2.75
www.ucf.kappa.org kkg@ucf.edu

B ETA PHI
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Nickname: Pi Phi
Colors: Wine and Silver Blue
Symbols: Arrow, Angel
Flower: Wine Carnation
Values: Integrity, Lifelong Commitment, Honor and
Respect, Philanthropic Service to others
Philanthropy: Read, Lead, Achieve (Literacy)
Minimum GPA: 2.5
www.ucf.pibeta.phi.org piphi@ucf.edu

Nickname: Zeta
Colors: Steel Gray and Turquoise Blue
Symbols: 5-point crown, Strawberries
Flower: Violet
Values: Humility, Being rather than seeming, Leadership,
Love, Loyalty, Responsibility, Seeking understanding that
we might gain true wisdom, and Service
Philanthropy: Breast Cancer Education and Awareness
Minimum GPA: 2.5
www.ucf.zetataualpha.org zta@ucf.edu

Frequently Asked
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QUESTIONS!
Q: What is primary recruitment?
A: At UCF, primary recruitment is a process that allows interested women to get to
know each sorority before deciding which organization is best for her. If you decide
to go through primary recruitment you (and over 1,000 other women) will come to
UCF and move-in a week before the start of the Fall semester. To make the process
easier, your Rho Gamma (recruitment guide) will be with you every step of the way.
During recruitment week, you will meet all of the chapters on campus and get to
know women in each chapter. Each round of recruitment consists of planned and
conversation-based in-person events. For example, Sisterhood Day allows the
sorority women to showcase their personality and bonds with their sisterhood
video, while Philanthropy Day focuses on each chapter's community service and
the impact they have on the world. These days will help you to discover the goals,
values, and personality of each chapter on campus, and help you decide which
chapter is best for you. Keep in mind that recruitment is a mutual selection
process, so while you are deciding which chapters you feel most comfortable in,
the women in each chapter are also trying to discover which Potential New
Members will best fit into their chapter.

Q: What should students know before joining a sorority in the Panhellenic
council?
A: A sorority is a fraternal organization of women. These groups of women are
bonded together by their ritual, which contains the founding principles, ideals, and
aspirations of each organization. As a lifetime member of a Greek organization,
students are offered the chance to develop as leaders, serve the community, and
focus on their academic and career preparation while being surrounded by caring
and supportive network of peers and alumnae. With all of these advantages, also
come some expectations of membership. Sorority women are expected to commit
to academic excellence, community service, and character development.

Q: What is a recommendation letter and are they necessary?
A: Letters of recommendation are letters written by, in most cases, sorority
alumnae recommending you to her sorority. If you know an alumna, it is not
uncommon to ask her if she would be willing to wrote a letter of recommendation
to her sorority. While recommendation letters are definitely appreciated by the
chapter, they are not mandatory or required. Each chapter's national organization
has its own policies for recommendation letters, so if you have any questions,
encourage the alumna to contact them for more information.
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Frequently Asked

QUESTIONS!
Q: I am involved with another organization that conflicts with the primary
recruitment dates. I want to do primary recruitment, what should I do?
A: We understand that students involved with LEAD Scholars, the UCF Marching
Knights, Orientation Team, UCF Athletics, and Resident Assistants (RAs) have a lot
going on the week before school which may conflict with the primary recruitment
schedule. To accommodate those students who are participating in these
activities, we have a special event just for you! It is called Pan Knight Line-Up. For
more information on this event please check out the recruitment tab of our
website.

Q: When will I get my Rho Gammas?
A: Rho Gammas will be assigned starting on June 17th! This means that any PNM
who registers on or before that date will get their Rho Gamma on June 17th and for
all PNMs who register beyond that date will have their Rho Gamma assigned as
they register.

Q: Can women who are not freshmen go through recruitment?
A: Yes! Sororities accept women of all classes as long as you are an undergraduate,
full-time student on any UCF campus; you are eligible to join a sorority! Sorority life
has many wonderful opportunities to offer to all college women. There is no reason
for you to miss out on the experience because you are not a freshmen. All
undergraduate college women are encouraged to participate in recruitment
regardless of their year in college.

Q: How much does it cost to join a Panhellenic sorority at UCF?
A: Like most organizations, joining a sorority require a financial commitment. That
said, the cost pf joining a sorority will be different fr each organization: a full
breakdown of dues will be shared on Philanthropy Day and the dues ranges are
available on ucfpanhellenic.com under "Chapters". However, think of your sorority
dues as more of an investment. You are investing in lifelong friendships and an
amazing college experience. Furthermore, most sororities have payment plans
that are available if needed. If you are worried about the financial commitment, be
open and honest with the sororities you are interested in. Make sure to ask
questions during recruitment and that the sororities are providing you the
information you need to make an informed decision. Also be sure to ask about any
scholarships that may be offered through the sororities as that could be a way to
alleviate the burden of costs on members.

Frequently Asked
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QUESTIONS!
Q: Will recruitment be in-person or virtual this year?
A: Recruitment will be fully in-person this year! Panhellenic does have a
contingency plan in place for if any of the days of recruitment must be moved
online, in which case UCF Day 1 & 2 would be moved online and the face-to-face
introductory conversations would be replaced with personal introduction videos.

Q: Are there any scholarships or financial aid to help pay for sorority fees?
A: A student's financial aid is first used to pay for tuition and residence hall
contracts. If a student has money left over, the university writes a refund check in
the student's name. That money can be used to pay for sorority fees or any other
financial obligations. If a student moves into her chapter house, she may receive a
larger refund check because she is no longer paying for dorm housing. In addition,
many chapters have local and national scholarship programs exclusively for
members, and Panhellenic offers six scholarships throughout the year which will
be announced in weekly Panhellenic meetings.

Q: Which sorority is the best to join?
A: Every sorority is unique. They all have different incentives and opportunities to
offer through their membership. It really depends on what you are looking for in a
sorority and which sorority you believe is your best match. The best way to find out
which sorority is right for you is to go through primary recruitment!

Q: How long does the new member period last?
A: The length of new member periods, like many aspects of sorority life, differs from
chapter to chapter. Each chapter has a different new member program, therefore;
the new member period can last anywhere from four week to an entire semester.
This is one of the questions you'll have to be sure to ask while going through the
recruitment process!

Q: Can I withdraw from recruitment?
A: Yes, you may. We encourage you to stay through the entire week because you
will be surprised how happy you are in the end. The women are looking for the
future leaders of their sororities, and often you may not know your best fit until you
are in the chapter. As soon as you start to feel uncomfortable or uneasy about
recruitment you should talk to your Rho Gamma, that's why she's there! She has
already gone through this experiences and should be able to give you advice that
will ease your concerns. Our best advice is to stick it put for the entire week
because you may be surprised.
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QUESTIONS!
Q: What is Pan Knight Line-Up?
A: Pan Knight Line-Up will be on August 14th this year. This is an opportunity for
women who will be missing a day of recruitment to be able to talk 1-on-1 with
chapter members. This will be in-person this year. It is important to try to make it
to every day of recruitment, but if you have to miss a day, let your Rho Gamma
know as soon as possible.

Q: Will there be a virtual option for recruitment this year?
A: No, all recruitment events will be held in-person this year.

Q: Can I get a refund on my recruitment registration fee and go through Spring
recruitment?
A: Unfortunately, registration fees are non-refundable. In addition, Spring
recruitment is very different from Fall, as not all chapter will participate in Spring,
and their New Member classes will be much smaller. You are encourages to got
through Fall Primary Recruitment to get the best insight of all the chapters we
have on campus and have the best chances of running home to your best fit
chapter.

Q: What happens if I am released from the Primary Recruitment process?
A: In the unlikely chance that you are not invited back to any chapters and are
released from the Primary Recruitment process you will be notified by your Rho
Gamma personally. Again, this is very unlikely but if it does happen to you don't
panic, your Panhellenic journey doesn't have to end here. There is always the
option of joining a Panhellenic chapter through Continuous Open Bidding, which
is less common but an equally as valid way of finding your home. There is also the
option of trying again with the Primary Recruitment process the next year.

Q: What are my chances of getting a bid?
A: Primary Recruitment is the best time to join any of our Panhellenic chapters,
especially because this is when each chapter accepts their largest New Member
classes of the year. What this means is that you have a better chance of running
home to your best fit chapter during Fall Primary Recruitment rather than any
other time of year. While it does occur that the Primary Recruitment process will
not lead to running home to a chapter for some women, as long as you maximize
your options, you are more than likely to receive a bid through the primary
Recruitment process.

Frequently Asked
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QUESTIONS!
Q: I am the first in my family to pursue Fraternity and Sorority Life, does this
affect my chances of receiving a bid?
A: Absolutely not. Being the first in your family to pursue Fraternity and Sorority
Life is a wonderful thing and will not impact the likelihood of you receiving a bid
from a Panhellenic chapter. If you are worried that you don't have the guidance in
joining this community that women whose family's have been a part of Fraternity
and Sorority Life, that's why you will have a Rho Gamma! As Rho Gammas, these
women are trained to guide and counsel you in the best ways possiblu feel
prepared and supported in joining our community,

Q: What is the time commitment that comes with joining a sorority?
A: For the week of recruitment the time commitment is every day for majority if
not the entire day. As a member of a Panhellenic organization the time
commitment varies by chapter. In most cases there will be weekly meetings,
sisterhood, scholarship, and philanthropic events, as well as any time you choose to
spend with your sisters outside of chapter hosted events. All Panhellenic
organizations understand that we are students first, with classes and jobs that we
have to attend to prepare for our futures, and no chapter should or will be
prioritized over what we need to do as students.

Q: Why should I trust the process?
A: The Primary Recruitment process is designed and structured to give you
everything you need to make a confident and authentic decision to you, your
needs, and your fullest potential. As long as you embody your most authentic self
you will have the best shot at making the true connections with the recruiting
sisters from which sisterhoods form. In order to find which chapter is your best fit,
you must first find yourself, and then you'll truly discover your place in our
community. Don't go looking for a chapter based on who you think the recruiting
sisters want, because then you'll only be left with a fit meant for a version of you
that doesn't exist; instead be yourself and know what you need to find all that this
community has to offer in a chapter that is meant for you.

Q: Any tips for a successful recruitment?
A: Talk to your Rho Gamma about everything, nothing is too small or seemingly
insignificant to talk about so be open and honest with her, she's there to support
you in what ever form you need. Keep an open mind, you never know when a
connection may be sparked so never close yourself off from the potential that each
chapter and each conversation hold. Finally, your process and journey are about
you so stay true to yourself, your wants, and your needs.
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